GRAFFI PEN
REMOVER
DESCRIPTION
GRAFFI PEN & CRAYON REMOVER is a clear
thin liquid solution which removes marker pen, felt
pen and wax crayon graffiti. The product does not
contain any types of ACIDS or ALKALIES.
FEATURES
 Safe solvent system for removal of mentioned
stains.
 Does not contain acids or alkalies(caustic).
 No deposits or residue after use.
 Can be used on many types of surfaces.
 Very low odour.
DIRECTIONS
Work with a small amount of remover at a time,
separate from main container. This prevents
contaminating the bulk of the remover. Always
perform a test section to determine whether
GRAFFI PEN REMOVER is suitable for use on the
surface being cleaned.
 Damp a section of a rag or use a nylon brush
well wetted with the remover and apply to the
graffiti.
 Rub the rag or brush on the graffiti and while the
surface is wet, and the stain loosened, wipe off
with a clean rag.
 Always use a clean section of the wiping or
applying rag. When they are fully stained with
removed graffiti, dispose of them. Allow the rags
to dry out completely before placing them in a
disposal container.
 Wax Crayon markings take longer to remove
than felt pen markings. More rubbing and wiping
of the rag or brush with extra product will be
required for complete removal.
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 Do not use coloured or contaminated product.
Dispose of it into old disused rag(s) and decant
fresh product into the working container. Allow
the solvents in the old rag to evaporate
completely before bin disposal.
 Removal of spray can paint will take extra
rubbing and agitation. It is done in small
sections at a time, so delicate furnishings do not
become damaged.
 In most cases of marker pen, crayon and spray
can paint removal, use of a well wetted rag with
remover using a sponging rubbing action will
remove the stains.
 Finish any removal using a water dampened rag
and sponging it over the worked area where the
stain is.
CAUTION
ALWAYS TEST A SURFACE BEFOREHAND
WITH GRAFFI MARKER & PEN CRAYON
REMOVER TO OBSERVE ANY DAMAGE TO A
SURFACE. IF THERE IS, DO NOT USE IT.
Always store Graffi Marker Pen & Crayon Remover
in a cool covered area between 5-30°C. Store away
from flammable heat sources and food.
FIRST AID
SWALLOWED: Immediately rinse mouth with
water. Do not induce vomiting. If vomiting occurs
give further water. Seek immediate medical advice.
EYE: Immediately irrigate with copious amounts of
water for at least 15 minutes. Hold eyelids open
while rinsing. Wash skin area and transport patient
to hospital or a medical centre.
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GRAFFI PEN
REMOVER
SKIN: Immediately wash contaminated skin area
with plenty of water. Remove contaminated clothing
and wash if being reused. If redness, blistering or
irritation occurs, seek medical advice.
INHALED: Remove patient from contaminated
area. Loosen clothing. Keep patient warm and
relaxed until full recovery. If breathing laboured and
patient is experiencing cyanosis, ensure airways
are clear and have a trained person give oxygen
through a face mask. If breathing stopped, apply
artificial respiration. If cardiac arrest occurs apply
external cardiac massage. Seek medical advice if
symptoms persevere.
CLEAN UP
Wash down with water. Restrict any product flowing
down drains or into rivers. Absorb any wet residue
with absorbents such as attapulgite or vermiculite.
Dispose in a recognised waste site.
SAFETY
Wear nitrile gloves, protective clothing, safety
boots, goggles and an organic cartridge breathing
mask if using enclosed. Have breeze flowing over
the wash area if possible.
PACK SIZES
GRAFFI MARKER PEN & CRAYON REMOVER is
sold in packs of 1, 5 and 20 litres.
TRANSPORT
Shipping Name: Ethanol
Dangerous Goods Code: 3
Subsidiary Risk: none
UN No.: 1170
Packaging Group: II
I.E.R.G No.: 14
HAZCHEM: 3[Y]E
POISON: 5
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